USD 383 MTSS Math Intervention Flowchart – Number Worlds
Tier I

Tier II

Tier III

Qualifier: At or above
grade-level benchmark
on aMath/EarlyMath
and CBMmath
(Auto/Process)

Qualifier: Just below benchmark on
aMath/EarlyMath and CBMmath(Auto/Process)

Qualifier: Well below benchmark on
aMath/EarlyMath and CBMmath(Auto/Process)

(!)

(!!)

Diagnostic Screener:
Give the Number Wolds placement test
for their grade level

(Use 50%ile aMath Chart for FastBridge) from TASN Coach

(No Exclamation
Marks)

Curriculum
Menu/Protocol:
1) Math in Focus
extensions
2) Math Vertical
Alignment Team
(VAT) Documents
3) Illuminations
problem solving
curriculum
4) Moby Max

Also Consider:
*Current core math topics to
align to the interventions
*Upcoming core math topic to
pre-teach students with
advanced skills
*Which math topic will most
benefit this student?

Credit: Miranda Robinson,
Math Lead Team and TASN

Number Worlds
Levels B-C (K-1)
7-8 correct

Number Worlds
Levels D-H (2-6)
8-10 correct

Join the enrichment group
(Assuming validation of score)

0-3 correct

0-3 correct

Assess the student on the placement test one
level below

4-6 correct

4-7 correct

Determine instructional level from aMath score
Give the Number Wolds placement test for their
instructional level
Number Worlds
Levels B-C (K-1)
7-8 correct

Number Worlds
Levels D-H (2-6)
8-10 correct

Assess the student on the next placement test up
until you find their instructional level

0-3 correct

0-3 correct

Assess the student on the placement test one level
below

4-6 correct

4-7 correct

Student should begin instruction at that level
B-C: Give the Number Worlds Cumulative Test(s)

D-H: Give the Number Worlds Unit Post Test(s) to

to determine where the student could specifically
start within that level.

determine where a student could start within that
level. You may find a student has mastered number
sense, but needs to focus on addition.
If a student gets 16 or more correct, give the Unit 2
PostTest

If a student gets all four questions correct on Weeks
1-4, give Week 5-8.

Curriculum: Number Worlds interventions for approximately 30 minutes 3-4 times a week.

